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We show that sufficiently strong laser beams with two frequencies differing by a cyclotron frequency of a free
electron can give rise to strong cyclotron excitation with prohibited and allowed cyclotron orbits as well as to an

optical Stark shift. This is due to a combination of relativistic effects and results in multiple isolated branches of
excited motion (isolas). The formation of the first three-photon
be observed with the laser power as low as 10 mW.

The interaction of microwave and optical radiation
with a slightly relativistic single electron can result in
strong nonlinear-optical effects.1 -5 These relativisticbased effects constitute the most fundamental mechanism of nonlinear interaction of light with matter4 ;
they include hysteresis and bistability in cyclotron
resonance of a free electron predicted in Ref. 1 and
experimentally observed in Ref. 2, multiphoton resonances,3 and high-order subharmonic excitation. 5
Most of these effects require a low intensity of driving
EM radiation, which is due to small synchrotron-radiation losses of a free electron.

By using multiphoton

processes,3' 5 the microwave cyclotron resonance of an
electron can be excited by optical (laser) radiation. In
the simplest case of three-photon resonace,3 two driving laser beams (or modes) whose frequencies differ by

a cyclotron frequency can be used for this purpose.
In this Letter we show that when the driving intensity becomes sufficiently high, the three-photon interaction can result in the formation of multiple isolated
branches of the electron's kinetic energy as a function
of the driving amplitude or frequency detuning (socalled isolas). This suggests that some of the cyclotron orbits are prohibited, which also may be regarded
as a forced quantization.

We also show that this phe-

nomenon is accompanied by an optical Stark effect,
i.e., an intensity-dependent shift of the resonant frequency.
Consider a single electron in a homogeneous magnetic field Ho = hio, which gives rise to a cyclotron

resonance with the initial frequency Q, = eHo/moc.
The electron is illuminated by optical waves whose
frequencies are, respectively, w, and

W2

(with wa >

isola, when

Xcyclotron

- 2 mm and

Xlaser

` 10 Atm,can

ties p = p/moc, fj = Ej/Ho = eEj/mocQ,, and qj = kj/kj,

where kj = co/c. Then a conventional Lorentz equation (which also takes into account an energy loss due
to the synchrotron radiations) can be written as3

9, ih+rFyp=1f +,Y1pX[~qiXfi+h],

where fj are all the traveling waves participating in the
interaction, with their respective arguments being wjt
3 <<< 1
-ki - r; r = 2e2Q,/3moc
is a synchrotron
damping parameter, and y = (1 + p 2 )1/ 2 . Following
the procedure of Ref. 3, we expand the momentum p as'
P = Pc + Pnc(1) + ... , where Pc is a pure cyclotron

component with the frequency Q - QC/y,and the noncyclotron components of various orders Pnc. The cyclotron motion is described then by the equation
1
c-1 c yc'[pc
P- X h] + rycpC = FC( ) + FC(2) + * -.

(2)

where Fc(s)are cyclotron components of various sthorder forces F(s),the first two of which are determined
by the equations
F(1)= A, fj[wjt -kj

*rc(t)] + 7c-1p,

i

F (2)

= y -1

qj X fj,

(3)

(1)i2

(4)

i
E'

qj(fj * pc())

-

PCX hl[P

C2).

We designate o -2
= Q and assume that neither
ratio (G1 + W2)/Q-nor c01 ,2 /Q is an integer (this excludes
higher-order subharmonics5 and can readily be arranged by the proper frequency tuning). We choose
the propagation configuration such that all the traveling waves Ej propagate in the plane normal to Ho with
their polarizations parallel to Ho (see the inset in Fig.
1). We describe the motion of the electron by its
momentum p and introduce the dimensionless quanti0146-9592/87/090699-03$2.00/0

(1)

where r, = cycj 1

S pcdt

= -c(Q2yc) 1[pc X hi and

Pnc(1)= QCf F(')dt

(5)

[note that Eqs. (4) and (5) are now valid only for the
chosen configuration]. By using Eqs. (3) and (5), it
can be directly verified that the first-order noncyclo© 1987, Optical Society of America
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and 0 are the slowly varying cyclotron momentum
amplitude and phase, respectively, separating the cyclotron component FC(2) out of F(2), Eq. (4), and substituting it into Eq. (2), we obtain two scalar equations
for the dynamics of PCand o:

1
z'c(Q'-J
(Qj1

+ r'ycp,)= -( 3)Q+cosX,

l + W/,c

-

YJ')Pcc

(7)

2Q+)
= A(3 )(Q-- O3,
X sin 4 + Spa,
(8)

where Q+ and S are defined as

Q, J0 (a) + J2 (a) +
'fn2 {()

=

0
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/I

60
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80

surrounded by each curve corresponds to allowed excitation;

the areas between the curves, to prohibited excitation. The
inset shows the wave-propagation configuration.

1
tron momentum PncM
) can be expressed in the amaz-

ingly simple form
E

(Q,/coj)f (wct-k *1 r- -7r/2).

(6)

We assume now that h = A and that the driving radiation at both frequencies co, and 02 forms standingwave patterns with all the waves propagating along the
same axis, say x, i.e., qn+ =

ifx;

[J0 (i) i J20Mh

tion forces of all the waves acting on the electron cancel one another. Therefore one of the choices for the
phases in the equation for fn+ is i1p+= 0, ikj- = 7r,and
112+ = 0.
In the three-photon excitation, 3 FC(1)= 0 in Eq. (2),

and, therefore, the first meaningful term contributing
to this excitation is FC(,). Substituting Pnc~1 ) i the
form of Eq. (6) into Eq. (4), assuming that Pc is in the
form Pc = pc[sin(Ot + 0)&x + cos(Ot + 0)9y], where PC

(10)

In Eqs. (7)-(10) J,(z) is the vth-order Bessel function
ofthe first kind, fc = v/c = Pc/yc, al,2 -1,2Pc/lc, a = a1
+ a2, and A(3) is a driving three-photon parameter
defined as ,u(3)= fif 2 (MA01C/ + Uc@/W2)/8. The S term is
readily identified as an optical (i.e., intensity-dependent) Stark shift of the cyclotron frequency [see also
below, Eq. (12)]. [The signs in front of terms with
(-1)n in Eq. (10) must be changed if Ala±= 0, 1/2+ = 0,
and 4'2- = ir.] This shift can become an important
factor in future research on the measurement of fundamental constants; it does not, though, cause any
significant changes in the structure of the isolas discussed below. The steady state follows from Eqs. (7)
and (8) with d/dt = 0; in particular, we obtain an
equation determining Pc as
2

r2

4

IYC

Q+2

see the inset in Fig. 1.

The standing-wave configuration is chosen for the reason that at the equilibrium mode the radiation force
acting upon the electron is canceled for both of the
waves, and therefore the trapping potential (although
weak) can be excluded from the consideration. The
electric fields of these standing waves can be expressed
as fen = fn+ + fn- (n = 1, 2), with fn+ = fng, sin(wnt +
knx + an+)/2. Here fn+ are counterpropagating traveling waves with the same amplitude fn/2 and frequency wn; their phases Ni/nin general could be different.
The steady state of equilibrium cyclotron motion in
the chosen configuration is achieved when the center
of the cyclotron orbit coincides with the zero of one of
the standing waves and simultaneously with the maximum of the other one. At this point the average radia-

(9)

I + (-1)nJo(2aj)]

+ 2(-1)Y[J0(2a,) + J 2 (2an)]}.

Fig. 1, The maximum and minimum values of excitation
parameter a versus the amplitude of driving waves TI. The
lowest curve corresponds to the maximum of the main hysteresis, the curve above it to the first isola, etc. The area
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+ W2

E1

(,YcQ/ic

(Q_ -

1 - S)
flc 2 Q+) 2

-

2

_

2

(3).

(11)

For sufficiently low energy of excitation (i.e., al,2 <<1,
and therefore Pc - 1ic << Qc/v1,2 and rc <<X 1,2 ), Eq. (11)
reduces exactly to the equation for the steady-state
three-photon excitation [see Eq. (8) of Ref. 3], which
results in a hysteretic resonance (curve 1 in Fig. 2) that
is typical for other relativistic resonances. 1 -5 Howev-

er, the most interesting new feature followingfrom Eq.
(11) is the existence of new, isolated branches of excitation, which we call isolas, that are similar to isolas in

other areas of nonlinear physics.7 In the steady-state
solutions, the isolas appear when the driving force 9u(3),
and therefore the kinetic energy of the electron, increases.

These isolas occur because of a spatially os-

cillating wave pattern of the driving radiation; they
can be expected when a > 1.
In order to illustrate the formation of isolas, we
consider the case of low-energy excitation pC2 /2 (but
sufficiently high parameter a). Indeed, since usually
W1,2 >> Qc, the condition a > 1 or even a >>1 can be
satisfied even with Pc - fc << 1, i.e., still in the low

relativistic mode of excitation. In such a case, by
simplifying definitions, Eqs. (9) and (10), Eq. (11) can
be rewritten as
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The results of the stability analysis of Eqs. (7) and
(8) are shown in Fig. 2, in which the solid lines of the
steady states correspond to stable branches and the
dashed lines to unstable branches. The critical magnitude of driving parameter AU(3)required for observation of the excitation of the nth isola is determined by
Eq. (13) (with the equality sign), in which for a one has
to substitute the nth positive root of the equation,
Jo(a) + 3J2 (a) = 0. The first isola corresponds at a 5 and requires that Au(3)= Acr - 38[9C,/(w + w2 )]r.
Assuming that Xc- 2 mm, X1,2- 10Am (CO2 laser), and

that the driving intensity is equal at both of the laser
frequencies (fi = f2), we estimate the critical laser
intensity as -77 W/cm 2 . With an illuminated spot Ac
X Aisser- 10-4 cm2 , this translates into the total power

1

-10-2 W.
0

-1

I

0

C

C

Fig. 2. The excitation parameter a versus frequency-detuning parameter t (see the explanation in the text) for the
fixed driving parameter

Curves:

,(3).

1,

A(3) <

sc

[b$sc

is a

critical magnitude of 90(3)for the first self-crossing to occur);
2, M(3) 7.,sc(the first self-crossing appears in main, mother
curve); 3,
- 2. 6 Mucr[,Ucr is a critical magnitude of
for
formation of the first isola]; 4, A0 - 4 pUcr,the formation of
the second isola. The solid branches in curves 1-4 correspond to stable states; the dashed ones, to unstable states.
,U(3)

t(3)

Q/Qc-1 =-Pc2/2 + S ± Pc-1(Jo- J 2)
2
X [AU(3)
-

r2 pc2 a 2 /4Jl2i/2,

(12)

where J, = Ja(a). It is readily seen that the steadystate excitation is allowed only if
2/,u(3)1J,(at)1
2 apcr.

(13)

This condition determines the maximum possible momentum of excitation (Pc)max for any given driving
amplitude AU(3). Equation (12) shows, on the other
hand, that when AU(3)
exceeds some level, there are
ranges of momentum Pc [such that Pc < (Pc)maxl,in
which the steady-state excitation does not exist, i.e.,
some orbits are prohibited (note that rc = Pc/kc /3c/kc,
where kc = Q2cC).Equation (13) predicts the sizes of
prohibited orbits in the vicinity of zeros of the function J 1(a). For sufficiently large a, the radii of the
prohibited cyclotron orbits are rproh (21 + 1)X/8,
where I is an integer and

X= 47rc/(w1 +

w2); see

Fig. 1.

Prohibited orbits correspond to the destructive interaction of both of the waves with the electron, as
opposed to the constructive interaction pertinent to
the allowed orbits. This situation gives rise to the
isolated

branches

of solutions

{e.g., Pc[A(3)] and

pc(Q)I,

so-called isolas, with different branches separated by
Pproh= rprohkc. As the intensity of the driving waves

[or the driving parameter A(3)]increases, the first isola
is formed, then the second, and so on. In Fig. 2 the
excitation

parameter

a = Pc(1W + W2)/Qc is depicted

versus frequency-detuning parameter t = sign(A)
V12AI
(wi + co2)/Qc(where A -/Qc - 1 and "sign" is the
sign function) for different fixed magnitudes of AU(3).

Figure 2 shows that a curious feature of all these
regimes is the self-crossing of steady-state solutions
that occurs both in the isolas (curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 2)
and in the main, mother curve (curve 2 in Fig. 2). One
should note, though, that the point of self-crossing
actually corresponds to two different states of the
system with different phases k, which are readily
found from Eqs. (7) and (8) with d/dt = 0. Equation
(12) shows that the self-crossings occur at Pc, determined by the equation Jo(a) = J2 (a), i.e., at rsc - Xl/4,
where 1 is an integer (for sufficiently large 1). The
critical magnitude of AU(3)for the first self-crossing to
occur is Ausc 3[Qc(coj +

02)]r P

icr113,

which, in the

above-mentioned case, corresponds to the laser intensity -6 W/cm2 . Experimentally, both hysteresis and
isolas may be observed by measuring either the mass
of electrons2 or radiation at the cyclotron frequency Q
or the four-wave mixing frequencies
W4= 2W2- Wl.8

W3

= 2w, -

W2

and

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the threephoton interaction of a biharmonic laser with a single
electron may result in strong cyclotron excitation,
characterized, in addition to relativistic hystereses, by
multiple isolas. The critical power of laser radiation
required for observation of the first isola is very low
and can be obtained by using the cw regime of any
conventional laser.
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